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UPCOMING EVENTS
December 12, 2018 (Wednesday) - 6:00 pm, Board of Directors
meeting, Mt. Shavano Manor, Salida

All our events can be also found on our online calendar.

FISHING QUOTE
"I learned how to fly fish in the hit-and-miss, trial-and-error way that makes
things stick, and I learned patience, persistence, acceptance and probably a
few other good things too."
 
John Gierach, "Another Lousy Day in Paradise", 1996

RIVER SPEAK
Twelve Reflection, 2018       

 
Were we?

D iligent or Dim
E ventful or Resentful
C asting or Canceling
E nergy or Expulsion 

M eaningful or Mindless
B ankside or Buddy beers
E njoyment or Rejection
R etention or Deflection

 
<:((()))}=< Merry Christmas >={((())):>

 
Happy New Year
January 1, 2019

Start Anew

by Michael H.

https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/calendar
https://vimeo.com/295835306


2018 ANNUAL YEAR-IN-REVIEW MEETING RECAP
The Annual Meeting of the Collegiate Peaks Chapter of Trout Unlimited was held
on Saturday, November 10, 2018 at Granzella Hall in Salida. A total of 37
members and guests attended the potluck dinner and program. Dinner consisted
of BBQ brisket provided by the chapter and numerous tasty side dishes furnished
by the attendees. After dinner, Officers and Board Members were elected for
2019. The current chapter Officers and Board of Directors can always be found
on the website: https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/about/board-of-directors.

Following dinner, a program was presented to highlight the Chapter's 2018
events. A recap of the annual fishing derbies in Salida and Buena Vista noted
that a total of 244 kids registered with well over 500 people attending the two
events. We hosted 8 disabled veterans for a very rewarding day of fishing at
Hayden Meadows and plan to do so again in 2019. Chapter volunteers
participated in several Youth Education programs throughout the Upper Arkansas
River Valley. Our popular Stream Explorers program for Middle School students
was expanded to Leadville this past year. We provided $5,000 in scholarships to
college students in the last fiscal year. Our members volunteered almost 3,800
hours in the past year. Thanks to all those that volunteered to help us succeed with
these programs! 

Challenges Ahead - Can we continue to support these activities?

Similar to 2018, our chapter forges ahead into 2019 without a President or Vice
President. Perhaps more importantly for the coming year - we do not have a
Fundraising Committee Chairperson. For these and other reasons, we have
postponed our 2019 Caddis Festival Fundraiser as we explore new ways to raise
money to support the Chapter’s activities. We expect to be able to fund most of
the same activities in 2019, however, without a successful fundraising program in
the future, support of activities at the current level cannot be sustained. 

Approximately 25% of our membership volunteered to help out in some capacity
in fiscal year 2018. A dozen of our members, or 4% of the membership, are
responsible for 70% of the volunteer hours. We are always looking for new ideas
and to expand our list of active members. This is YOUR local chapter - the
continued success of the chapter depends on the active support of the
membership. Come to Board Meetings and offer ideas, attend Member
Meetings, serve on a committee or volunteer for one of our Youth Education
programs. Got ideas for a Member Meeting program you would like to see? Our
meeting schedule for 2019 will be developed at the December 12, 2018 Board
Meeting. Watch for email notifications on our upcoming meetings and activities
and plan to show up and help out. 



(photo by Daniel Galhardo)

TENKARA AND WINTER: A PERFECT PAIR?
by Ben Kryzinski, reposted from Hatch Magazine

Winter is a great time to go fly fishing. While far too many anglers are busy at the
vice instead of on the water, trout keep doing what they do, albeit a bit more
slowly and methodically. And so there are trout to be caught and far fewer anglers
to compete with. But winter fly fishing comes with its own set of difficulties and
frustrations, chief amongst them those that come when temperatures drop below
the freezing mark. Freezing temperatures bring ice, which wreaks havoc on fly
rods, lines and reels. Colder temperatures also make an angler's exposed hands
and fingers not only unpleasant but potentially dangerous.

If only there was a way to go fly fishing in winter while avoiding all of these
common aggravations. Well, perhaps there is: tenkara. By nature, tenkara fishing
can offer a respite from many of the complications that a traditional fly rig faces
when hitting an icy stream.

NO GUIDES

The first casualty in a fly angler's arsenal in frigid winter temperatures is the
guides on their fly rod. As the wet fly line slides through the guides, water is
transferred to the guides and in minutes they begin to develop an icy crust. Before
long, they're caked. Lines stick, casting goes to pot, leaving the angler to
repeatedly clean and treat the guide to prevent icing.

Because Tenkara rods use a fixed, level line attached to the tip of the rod, they
have no guides for ice to collect on.

https://www.hatchmag.com/articles/tenkara-and-winter-perfect-pair/7712327


NO REEL

Frozen reels can be a bane to winter fisherman in search of sizable quarry like
steelhead, where a functioning reel is required in order to land a fish. The same
can be true for the trout fisherman, but most often frozen reels are a nuisance
when trying to perform basic line management like stripping off more line for a
longer cast, or even spooling up line simply to move downriver.

WARM HANDS

Stripping a wet fly line quickly leads to wet, cold hands. Cold hands are
unpleasant, potentially dangerous (think frostbite) and almost always mean
shorter days on the water.

Trying to handle a fly line with gloves, even a good pair of fishing gloves, isn't
often a recipe for success. Handling fly lines with your hands in your pockets is
even more difficult. Unfortunately, those are the only two ways of keeping your
hands warm when fly fishing in winter.

Tenkara rods only require one hand for casting and retrieving a fly. You don't strip
line with a tenkara rod, you just raise the trip to retrieve the fly. Because there's no
line to strip, gloved hands aren't an impediment, leaving anglers free to wear even
bulky, heavily insulated gloves. If you still prefer to go gloveless, most people
quickly learn to cast and fish with either hand so if one hand gets cold just switch
hands and stash the other one in your pocket to warm it up.

THE POLITICS OF HUNTING AND FISHING
By Hal Herring, from Field & Stream

It is a confusing time in the United States, especially for those of us who love the
outdoors and hunting and fishing. There are so many changes coming at us so

https://www.fieldandstream.com/politics-hunting-and-fishing


fast. From hunting access to clean water, we are losing ground to a surging
population and a growing indifference—well, it might be better to call it what it is:
a growing ignorance —about conservation and the environment. Land, water, air
support not just our hunting and fishing, but our every endeavor.

The current state of our politics is perhaps the perfect example of where we have
allowed our nation to stagger. We have achieved the unthinkable, allowing one
political party—the Democrats—to be the sole representative of the decades-
long American triumph in protecting wildlife habitat, clean water, wetlands, and
public lands. The major problem with that? Most of us don't seem to be
Democrats. Many, if not most, hunters and fishermen that I know view Democrats
as the party of identity politics, gun control, open borders, and an increasingly
powerful and meddlesome federal nanny-state.

So what do we do? We vote for candidates from a Republican party that has
declared war on everything from the wetlands protections that have restored
American waterfowl hunting to the Clean Water Act that restored most of our
fishing, to the public lands where most of us hunt, shoot, and camp. Don't believe
me? The actual platform of the GOP reads:

Congress should reconsider whether parts of the federal government's enormous
landholdings and control of water in the West could be better used for ranching,
mining, or forestry through private ownership… The enduring truth is that people
best protect what they own.

(That last line may or may not be true. There are as many examples of people
destroying their private lands as there are examples of outstanding stewardship.
But what is almost certainly true is that if our public lands become private, you and
I will no longer be hunting or camping on them. Whether those lands are
stewarded or destroyed will be thoroughly beyond our control. And as far as that
"control of water" mentioned there so glibly, well, 62 percent of all water in the arid
West comes from snowpack on what are now federally managed public lands. It
doesn't take a business genius to see what kind of money and power would be on
the table with a transfer of those water assets into the global marketplace.)

Contrast that GOP statement with the Democrats platform in 2016:

As a nation, we need policies and investments that will keep America's public
lands public, strengthen protections for our natural and cultural resources,
increase access to parks and public lands for all Americans, protect species and
wildlife, and harness the immense economic and social potential of our public
lands and waters.

Which one would somebody like me, a Southern-born gun nut who has raised his
family in the West precisely because of the access to hunting and fishing on
public lands and waters, support?

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor.submit them to our editor.  Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

https://www.fieldandstream.com/politics-hunting-and-fishing
mailto:editor@collegiatepeakstu.org


EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.orgeditor@collegiatepeakstu.org.
Editor's deadline is the 23rd of the month.
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